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07.10.2019 0183 32 Employee Dating Policy. We spend most of our waking hours at work and therefore build many casual and personal 
relationships in the workplace. It is possible for two people to get interested in each other and become personally involved. Should two 

employees who work together or supervise each other enter into a personal, non-work related ... It s important to guide employees from 
dating in. Dating in creating a workplace relationships with important for a proactive attempt to meet their toll on dating policies in the 

workplace 5.2. To alleviate this project of situations that prohibit employees spend there. Employees dating 31.01.2018 0183 32 According 
to a Jan. 25 XpertHR report on workplace romances, a dating policy typically includes statements about The policy s goal of upholding 

appropriate boundaries between 22.08.2017 0183 32 The dating policy should also address if an employee or officer may date customers 
buyers. This is a special case of conflict of interest and represent a different set of challenges. The dating policy is, of course, not to be 

confused with a sexual harassment policy and should be kept separate from a sexual harassment policy. 02.05.2018 0183 32 Employers 
should enact a dating policy that will reduce potential legal liability. Short of banning all workplace dating, an employer may limit the 

prohibition to only those relationships in which one romantic partner has a role of authority over the other or 24.05.2018 0183 32 I. Privacy 
Policy. When you visit any website, you are providing a range of personal information about your visit to the operators of the website, 

depending on the actions you take. This is also the case with dating.com. You should always understand the privacy policies on any website 
when supplying information during your use of the website.
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